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M A N A G M N T

Breakthrough! A
New Route to
Develop Drugs
More Quickly

Shortening the time needed
for drug development may
require project teams to
overcome their risk-aversive
attitudes and recognize that
problems and breakdowns
are nothing more than the
project happening.

Pharmaceutical executives today work
in an environment in which the average
new drug requires 10 years and $130
million to introduce. Patents seem short-
lived in view of the investment required,
and new compounds run the risk of rapid
obsolescence in the marketplace. Add to
this the pressures of generic competition
and it is no wonder that most pharmaceu-
tical executives are perpetually con-
cerned about the number of new drugs in
the developmental pipeline, no matter
how successful their companies are at
present.
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Given today's environment, any
breakthrough in accelerating new drug
development pays large dividends in
terms of both company profits and ser-
vice to patients. One company estimated
that $60 to $80 million dollars in addi-
tional profit would be realized over the
life of one antibiotic compound as the re-
sult of shortening the drug development
process by three years ["Going for the
Gold: Rules for a New Game in Drug
Development," Pharmaceutical Execu-
tive, March 1989].

This article presents a methodology
designed to intentionally generate break-
throughs in reducing the time to ap-
proval for drugs in the developmental
pipeline. It uses examples drawn from
the authors' work developing "high-per-
formance teams" at Lederle Pharmaceu-
ticals and other research facilities.

A Different Breakthrough
The concept of breakthroughs is well
understood in the discovery of new
drugs but largely missing as a manage-
ment phenomenon. This is not unex-
pected, given the nature of management
education and training. Managers are
oriented to incremental change —doing
things a little bit better or a little bit
faster.

The rapidly evolving pharmaceutical
environment, however, has rendered in-
cremental change insufficient to cope
with both competitive pressures and the
escalating cost of drug development.
When management declares that a com-
pany must improve productivity, em-
ployees usually end up working harder

and longer. One consequence is that
family lives suffer, accompanied by fre-
quent reports of employee burnout and
other stress-related complaints. As a re-
sult, companies' ability to discover cre-
ative solutions to complex issues may
actually be reduced.

What drug development teams really
need is a breakthrough in their ability to
produce results. They need break-
throughs in thinking to allow for new so-
lutions to old problems — the ability to
produce unexpected results beyond
those that are made possible by incre-
mentally improving past performance.

Falling Off the Edge
The development of high-performance
teams starts with a rigorous investigation
of the hidden assumptions and unexam-
ined interpretations that constitute the in-
tellectual environment, or paradigm, in
which the developmental processes and
schedules are designed. Paradigm is
used here in its broadest sense: a prevail-
ing world view, fundamental set of be-
liefs, or the organizing principles under
which individuals operate. This para-
digm powerfully shapes what people see
and think regarding drug development.

In the 15th century, people lived in a
paradigm that could be called "the world
is flat." The paradigm did not occur for
people as a belief, but rather occurred as
people's objective reality, in the same
sense that the ceiling is up and the floor
is down. The paradigm determined what
was possible: sailing a little way out
from the shore was possible, but sailing



to distant lands wasn't because, obvi-
ously, if one did so, one would fall off
the edge of the world. Similarly, people
living in this 15th-century paradigm did
not report observing the hulls of tall
ships disappearing first as the ships went
out to sea. They could not see what is ob-
vious to people today —that the hull dis-
appears from view before the masts, due
to the curvature of the earth. The flat-
earth paradigm did not allow for it to be
seen.

Viewed retrospectively and from the
outside, the flat-earth example appears
as an interesting abstraction. But it was
more than that to inhabitants of the 15th
century. The ubiquitous, all-encompass-
ing power of a paradigm lies in its trans-
parency—its invisibility to those who ac-
cept its form and limitations implicitly —
which is at the heart of a paradigm's
ability to determine what is possible,
what is observed, and more importantly,
what is observable.

Breakthroughs become possible when
a person or group of people start to see
the paradigm in which they are living or
working. To the degree that individuals
see the paradigm in which they operate,
they are outside of it, or no longer sub-
ject to the effect of it, and can design
new and more powerful ways of accom-
plishing their goals.

The Visible Paradigm
Because the prevailing paradigm is usu-
ally invisible, how do managers go
about making it visible? One way is to
conduct an inquiry that examines peo-
ple's actions and asks, What paradigm,
fundamental set of beliefs, or organizing
principles would account for those ac-
tions? A useful place to begin is one
element of the normal, or business-as-
usual, paradigm in which drug develop-
ment teams operate: the relationship of
the team to unexpected problems. Focus-
ing on that relationship makes it possible
to see openings for highly specific ac-
tions that have direct effects on drug
development time.

When development teams plan proj-
ects, they usually start by deciding on a
schedule that will get them from where
they are with a compound to gaining
approval from FDA or other national
regulatory agencies. The schedule that
results looks like a smooth, linear transi-
tion in time from the compound's pres-
ent status to approval. Such a design
seems to assume that one aspect of the
drug development paradigm is: Drug de-
velopment projects should be linear af-
fairs, transiting smoothly from begin-
ning to end.

On the face of it, that situation clearly
doesn't exist. Obviously problems and
circumstances occur that prevent proj-
ects from being smooth and linear. But
the paradigm is not revealed by merely
looking at what happens; the paradigm is
revealed by inquiring into the team's re-
lationship to what happens.

If a team operates in the paradigm that
projects should be smooth, linear affairs,
then a corollary is: Problems or interrup-
tions shouldn't happen. Predictably with
such a paradigm, when a problem is dis-
covered or the flow of action in a project
is stopped, it inevitably occurs as "bad
news" within a context of "problems
should not be!"

Avoiding the Cover-Up
Such attitudes set up the all-too-com-
monplace example of an anxious project
leader reporting on a problem to senior
management. During a project at one
pharmaceutical company, for example,
impurities found in bulk drug caused a
substantial delay in the start-up of criti-
cal clinical trials. The project manager
reported that the first thought that ran
through his mind was, Oh - — ! fol-
lowed by an internal monologue that
went like this:

"If I were an effective manager, this
wouldn't happen."

"I should have anticipated this."
"I need to be tougher with the team."
"My career may be in jeopardy."
"I hope there is nothing obvious that I

should be doing that I'm not doing."
Such thoughts are typical in the face

of problems and set-backs. They appear
to be part of the built-in responses of hu-
man beings, who in such situations tend
to cover themselves, become defen-
sive, gloss over what happened, ignore
events completely, complain, or blame
others. When operating in the problems-
shouldn't-happen paradigm, such re-
sponses may actually be appropriate.

Operating under such expectations,
project teams usually do not set up effec-
tive ways to detect potential problems.
Consequently, impending breakdowns
are often discovered only when it is too
late to take preventive action or the re-
sources needed are more costly than
what was necessary. The end result is
slipped development schedules.

Discussions with team members later,
however, often uncover private appre-
hensions that, if declared publicly before
a problem had arisen, could have mini-
mized or altogether eliminated the prob-
lem. One telling conversation emerged
during a project team meeting when one
member frankly acknowledged, "I was
hoping someone upstream from me
would miss their date so it wouldn't be-
come apparent I was going to miss
mine."

It would be a mistake to interpret such
a statement as an individual failing. If
problems shouldn't happen, but do any-
way, then the appropriate thing to do is
find a way to hide the problem. Conse-
quently, the business-as-usual drug de-
velopment paradigm calls for safe esti-
mates of time. The senior commitment
of a schedule under those circumstances
is to reduce risk and increase certainty.

As long as such attitudes are in place,
they imperil the introduction of a break-
through strategy for drug development.
A cross-section of conversations with
team members from different depart-
ments reveals concern that, if they pub-
licly committed to a breakthrough sched-
ule and then failed to keep it, they would
be raked over the coals by senior man-
agement. The response is completely ap-
propriate in a corporate environment that
prefers to promise a result in 24 months
and deliver it in 24 months rather than
promise the same result in 12 months
and deliver it in 18, even though 18
months is a vast improvement over 24
months.

A New World
When a team operates in an environment
where problems are considered bad news
and to be avoided, team members clearly
will organize their efforts around avoid-
ing problems instead of producing re-
sults. And the easiest way to avoid
problems is to play it safe around com-
mitments. Therefore, a team's relation-
ship to problems can be said to predeter-
mine what the team is willing to commit
to. Such a radical notion flies in the face
of conventional thinking, which says
that commitment is a function of a realis-
tic assessment of the circumstances and
the resources available to accomplish the
task.

This, then, is the dilemma: getting a
drug from discovery to approval seems
to involve successfully managing prob-
lems encountered along the way, yet the
development team operates in a para-
digm called "problems shouldn't hap-
pen." In fact, that paradigm, like the
flat-earth paradigm of the 15th century,
doesn't accurately represent the reality
of drug development. Companies need
to find a new paradigm, or interpretation
of the available facts, that can provide
drug development teams with a break-
through, in the same way that discovery
of the round-earth paradigm provided
15th-century sailors with a breakthrough
in their ability to discover new lands.

What do drug development projects
really look like? Rarely if ever does a
project go as planned. Breakdowns —
purity concerns, accrual rates, report
writing, FDA meetings, investigators'



reports, and so forth —lurk at every turn.
Assuming a general professional compe-
tence among pharmaceutical companies'
development staffs, the team —and com-
pany—that best manages its breakdowns
is the one that will lay claim to break-
throughs in drug development time.

Let's design one element of a new
paradigm for drug development teams,
and then look at how drug develop-
ment would occur in the context of the
new paradigm. The new paradigm will
be called "problems and breakdowns
are nothing more than the project
happening."

In the business-as-usual paradigm of
drug development, past experience de-
termines what's possible in time sched-
ules. In a drug development team, like
most multidisciplinary teams, team
members estimate how long their indi-
vidual pieces will take by taking into ac-
count those variables they control and
estimating the time traditionally neces-
sary for completion. Once estimates
have been gathered from all team mem-
bers, the project leader assembles those
who are on the critical path and puts to-
gether a project schedule. In an environ-
ment where problems shouldn't happen,
managers will encounter considerable
difficulty getting any time commitment,
or ownership of a time commitment, for
a task containing unknowns or elements
over which the investigator doesn't have
control.

Speeding Development
A breakthrough-oriented paradigm sug-
gests an alternative to the constraints of
the traditional approach. If a team could
constructively alter its relationship to
problems, it would become more willing
to risk committing itself to schedules
that most likely generate more problems.
Herein lies the critical point: A break-
through in development time must begin
with a team willing to commit authenti-
cally to that which it does not know how
to do.

Performance history may provide
clear know-how for a seven-year devel-
opment time line but none for a five-year
time line. Commitment to a seven-year
schedule will almost never produce the
result in five years. Consequently, com-
mitment to a five-year schedule is neces-
sary to open the possibility of complet-
ing the project in five years.

Such a commitment and schedule will
ultimately expose everything that is
missing or needs to be handled to cut two
years off the process. A few of the prob-
lems may be solved through merely in-
creasing resources. Most will call for
new ways of thinking, new organiza-

tional methods, parallel rather than se-
quential processes, and a host of other
actions that will be generated by a team
committing itself to a result the team
doesn't yet know how to produce.
Through its audacious commitment, the
team is intentionally causing problems to
occur rather than seeking to avoid them.
To make the project happen faster means
causing the problems to happen faster.

An example of this approach occurred
in a Lederle team that committed to re-
duce development time of a new product
by 25 percent, even though they didn't

lems also begins to address long-stand-
ing turf issues endemic to development
teams. At one meeting the project team
discovered that a report had taken an un-
acceptably long period of time to go
from one building to another. The imme-
diate reaction was for members of one
department to accuse the other, with the
usual denials, upsets, justifications, and
explanations. Then one team member re-
minded the others that what they had was
a breakdown. Another member com-
mented on the nonproductive nature of
assessing blame.

An environment that welcomes breakdowns,
anticipates them, and actively looks for
them yields unexpected, positive results.

know how. They committed to file the
IND one month ahead of an already
aggressive schedule and begin FDA
conversations three months ahead of
schedule.

As work progressed it became clear
that the IND filing date was jeopardized
by inadequate communication and moni-
toring of key tasks within and between
departments. A breakdown was de-
clared, and in a series of subsequent dis-
cussions a tracking and accountability
system was instituted with buy-in from
the various departments.

The project leader coordinated the
monitoring and established checkpoints
to identify problems in early stages when
corrective measures could be taken with
the greatest likelihood of success for the
least input. As a result of these actions,
the IND was filed on the accelerated
schedule. An environment that wel-
comes breakdowns, anticipates them,
and actively looks for them yields unex-
pected, positive results.

In such an environment, it is safe to
draw attention to problems because the
entire response has to do with handling
the problem rather than assessing blame.
For example, at one point a completely
unexpected contaminant in a bulk drug
was openly identified to the team just
days before the start of clinical trials.
Such an early detection saved the com-
pany at least $300,000 in clinical trial
costs alone, at least six months of time
added to the approval schedule, and
the potential of much more serious prob-
lems if methods for removing the con-
taminant had not been rapidly developed
and implemented.

Aside from the obvious financial
benefits, an altered relationship to prob-

The two comments altered the discus-
sion to one of identifying the missing
structures. Team members then came up
with a way in which the review could
happen simultaneously rather than se-
quentially. Soon they instituted account-
abilities to put the new structures and
procedure into operation.

Break On Through
When a drug development team begins
to see breakdowns as an access to break-
through performance, breakdowns,
problems, and setbacks become indica-
tors and pointers to precisely what needs
to happen to produce the result. The
team's actions and results start to be-
come a function of its commitments,
rather than a function of its circum-
stances. The team starts orienting itself
around finding the solutions to prob-
lems, rather than assessing blame or
finding fault. Trust, morale, and project
velocity improve.

The hidden assumptions and unexam-
ined interpretations that make up the
paradigm in which drug development
teams normally operate have a powerful
influence on the ability of these teams to
produce results. Changing one element
of the paradigm, as suggested in this arti-
cle, provides one means of access to
breakthrough performance. Many other
elements of the drug development para-
digm are worth exploring: the relation-
ship of team members to commitment,
accomplishment, accountability, leader-
ship, responsibility, and integrity, to
name just a few. Examining such matters
offers an excellent way for developing
new ways of intentionally generating
breakthrough performance. I


